This paper examines the challenging problem of new user cold starts in subset labelled and extremely sparsely labelled big data. We introduce a new Isle of Wight Supply Chain (IWSC) dataset demonstrating these characteristics. We also introduce a new technique addressing these challenges, the Transitive Semantic Relationships (TSR) model, which infers potential relationships from user and item text content and few labelled examples. We perform both implicit and explicit evaluation of TSR as a recommender system and from new user cold starts we achieve a hit-rate@10 of 77% on a collection of 630 items with only 376 supply-chain consumer labels, and 67% with only 142 supply-chain supplier labels, demonstrating a high level of performance even with extremely few labels in challenging cold-start scenarios. TSR is suitable for any dataset featuring few labels and user and item content, where similarity of content indicates similar relationship forming capability. TSR can be used as a standalone recommender system or to complement existing high-performance recommender models that require more labels or do not support cold starts.
Introduction
New Big Data recommendation systems face a high barrier to entry due to the large labelled data requirement of most existing recommendation techniques such as collaborative filtering and bespoke deep learning models such as Suglia et al. [23] . Obtaining this labelled data, such as user interactions or human judgements, is particularly problematic in highly specialised or commercially competitive domains where this labelling may not yet exist or not be freely available, often requiring an expensive expert or crowd-sourced labelling. As such, techniques that function well with few labels are highly desirable.
In this paper we investigate this data problem and the limitations of existing recommender systems, and go on to introduce a new technique for providing personalised recommendations for new users even in highly challenging datasets where few labels are available for most items, and no labels are known for the new user, and without the need for the user to answer a questionnaire. We achieve this by using user and item content information in the form of natural language descriptive text to expand on the few or sparsely distributed known relationships in the dataset.
Background
Recommendation systems, like search systems, aim to identify the most relevant items from a collection to fulfil a user's search intent. In the case of recommendation systems, by using known information about the user and items, including either interaction data, content data, or both, to produce personalised results, typically without requiring a query. In contrast to query driven search systems, this means the user is not required to articulate their search intent, which allows recommendations to be made without direct involvement from the user.
Collaborative recommender systems aggregate user interactions to find similar users and recommend the items they liked. Common techniques include collaborative filtering, where matrix factorisation is used to reduce the dimensionality of the sparse matrix of user item interactions. The resulting dense matrix can be used to recommend items based on a given user's past interactions [15] . However, due to dependence on user interactions, collaborative approaches present issues when items are time sensitive or competitive as items may not remain valid long enough to accumulate a significant user record [27] . Further, this approach can result in positive feedback loops where items with more numerous or diverse interaction histories are more frequently shown to users; this virality effect can result in a few generic or broadly applicable documents being disproportionately recommended, while newer are not promoted due to less existent user behaviour data [27] .
In contrast, content-based recommender systems recommend items based on similarity to content information known about items a user has previously interacted with.
In recent works such as Suglia et al. [23] and Musto et al. [18] description embeddings are used for this comparison. A common approach used in both papers is to generate a representation for the user by averaging the description embeddings of the items the user has interacted with previously. Content-based systems are less dependent on items having extensive interaction histories as they can recommend new items based purely on content similarity, but they still require the user to have known past interactions to use for comparison.
Neither of these approaches can be used for user-wise cold starts, where there is no behaviour record for the user. These approaches also depend on users seeking documents similar to previous searches, which may not be true between sessions; that is, if a user changes their search objective the data may no longer be relevant because the nature of the relationship (the user's need) has changed [13] .
Sparsity and cold-starts
The cost of labelling data is highly dependent on the complexity of the task, specifically the time needed per human annotation and the expertise required. Snow et al. [22] find that for tasks such as textual entailment and word sense disambiguation approximately four non-expert labels have similar quality to one expert label. Grady and Lease [7] investigate crowdsourcing binary relevance labelling tasks and find that tasks where annotators must use item descriptions achieve poorer accuracy and require greater time per judgement than tasks using titles.
In some cases, datasets may be too large for comprehensive manual labelling and may only be viable to label by observing user behaviour, which requires a system able to function with very few labels without exclusively preferring the already labelled subset of the data. Such systems could be used to bootstrap a recommendation platform where user interactions can then be observed to enhance the model or train an alternative model which performs well with many labels. This is also related to the cold-start problem where newly added items have no past interaction data, such as in high velocity big data.
The cold-start problem is typically divided into the two sub-problems of item-wise (new item) and user-wise (new user) cold starts. The item-wise case is commonly addressed by content-based and hybrid recommender systems; however, the userwise case has received less attention, even in scenarios where content information for the user is available.
Content based and hybrid recommender systems reduce the requirement for item labels by making use of item content, such as descriptions. Many such systems rely on either knowledge bases and ontologies [28] , which do not avert the requirement of experts for new or commercially guarded domains, or tags and categorisation [25] , which requires either many labels or distinct groupings in the data.
Yuan et al. [27] examine the real-world data problem of matching users to job postings, where items are time sensitive and new items are very frequent. They make the case that high performance techniques that require item labels can be generalised to cold-start items by pairing labelled and unlabelled items based on the similarity of their content.
In this work, we introduce a novel technique to address both user-wise and itemwise cold starts using user and item content and minimal labels. This paper focuses mainly on user-wise cold starts and the data sparsity problem as they have received less attention in the literature.
Provenance and visualisation
Existing search and recommender systems that make use of deep learning or statistical methods such as matrix factorisation typically output only a series of ranked items or confidence scores in response to a query, and the rationale behind these decisions in unknown.
In the case of scores from neural networks or other learning-to-rank models the reasoning behind the algorithm's decision is unknowable as it is derived from the free parameters of the model which only have meaning inside the model and cannot be used to meaningfully explain results, these are referred to as "Black Box" systems [29] . Much research has been done into approaches for understanding the internals of deep learning models via visualisation, particularly in the areas of text summarisation [21] and computer vision [26, 30] , and some works have looked at understanding the language models used to generate text embeddings for content-based item comparisons [16] . However, while these visualisation techniques offer some insights into the factors the model considers important, they cannot produce a reasoned explanation for the response to individual queries in any way similar to how a human decision maker might evidence their decision.
In contrast to this are "White Box" systems which produce meaningful provenance that can be used to explain results and study the operation of the model, these typically include rule based models, and expert systems. Herlocker et al. [10] discuss how in user-facing scenarios some techniques such as collaborative filtering can be presented as either a White Box or Black Box model, by giving feedback to the users based on either the operational steps of the model (White Box), or the inputs and outputs of the system such as user evaluations of the quality of results (Black Box).
Detailed provenance data such as lists of decision making steps, inferences, and knowledge and items considered when evaluating a query can be used to produce visualisations such as graphical plots or flow diagrams to help users understand the reasoning behind a result, increasing their confidence in the decision, or highlighting potential flaws in the model. This makes provenance highly desirable both during development for the purposes of debugging and improving the model, and for user facing systems as users have greater trust in answers that are explainable and can make more informed decisions based on the results [10] .
Isle of Wight supply chain dataset
We examine the case of supply chain on the Isle of Wight. We introduce a new dataset for this task, which we name the Isle of Wight Supply Chain (IWSC) dataset. The data consists of varying length text descriptions of 630 companies on the Isle of Wight taken via web scraping from the websites of IWChamber [1] , IWTechnology [2] , and Marine Southeast [3] .
HTML tags and formatting have been removed, but the descriptions are otherwise unaltered and are provided untokenized, without substitutions, and complete with punctuation. Some descriptions contain product codes, proper nouns, and other nondictionary words. The descriptions are typically a few sentences describing the market role of the company, or a general description of the company's activities or products. Some of the descriptions also contain a list of keywords, but this is included as part of the descriptive text and not as an isolated feature. The mean description length is 61 words, or 412 characters (including whitespace). The distribution of description lengths is shown in Fig. 1 . The IWSC dataset is provided with two discrete sets of labels intended to evaluate algorithmic performance in different scenarios. In both cases, the labels are binary, directed, human judgements of market relatedness based on the company descriptions. The number and distribution of labels is shown in Table 1 . These labels are speculative potential relationships, not necessarily real existing relationships. We choose to provide binary labels as real-world supply chain relationships are typically multi-class binary relationships. i.e. any two companies either are or are not in each possible type of supply chain relationship.
The first label set, IWSC-SL, consists of the labels in Table 1 prefixed "SL". These labels are concentrated on a small number of labelled items, relating them to a random distribution of other items (both labelled and unlabelled). These labels are intended for evaluation in the case that we only have records for a small subset of items and must extrapolate from this to perform inferences on many unseen items. We refer to this scenario as "Subset Labelling" (SL).
The second label set, IWSC-ES, consists of the labels in Table 1 prefixed "ES". The labels are randomly distributed across all items with no intentional patterns (random pairs were selected for labelling). These labels are intended for evaluation in the case that known items have very few labels and many are entirely unlabelled, in contrast to common recommender system datasets such as Movie Reviews (MR) [19] , Customer Reviews (CR) [11] , and MovieLens [8] , where most items have many recorded interactions. While in those examples the labels are sparse as most possible item pairs are unlabelled, in our scenario, which we refer to as "Extremely Sparse" (ES) labelling, there is the additional condition that many items in the dataset do not occur in any of these pairs. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate these two different label distributions. Both figures show the same plot of IWSC items, arranged using a two dimensional t-SNE [17] reduction of the 512 dimensional document embeddings generated from each item's descriptive text using Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [6] . The plots are then annotated with the labels from IWSC-SL and IWSC-ES respectively. The intention of these figures is to illustrate the difference in the connectivity between items in the subset labelling (few labelled items) and extremely sparse labelling (few labels per item) scenarios.
For the problem of effective recommendations from few labels, we set the four following tasks:
Recommendation of consumers using IWSC-SL labels and item descriptions 2. Recommendation of suppliers using IWSC-SL labels and item descriptions 3. Recommendation of consumers using IWSC-ES labels and item descriptions 4. Recommendation of suppliers using IWSC-ES labels and item descriptions
Networks of user-to-user relationships can be also represented as using a multilayer approach, where each layer shows relationships of a particular type [4] . This may be suitable for the supply chain scenario, where multiple relationship types could be used to give supporting evidence for the likelihood of a predicted relationship, such as considering known competitors when predicting potential suppliers or consumers. These tasks could also be expressed as two multi-class classification problems (one each for IWSC-SL and IWSC-ES). However, in this paper, we focus on the case where only one relationship type is known, as it is the more general case in recommender systems, and in particular we address four single-class recommendation tasks set out above.
This dataset has been made publicly available. Section 8 provides more information on the repository.
Transitive semantic relationships
We introduce a novel approach to approach the problems of extremely sparse labelling and subset labelling previously described, that we call "Transitive Semantic Relationships" (TSR). TSR uses item content for unsupervised comparison of items to expand the coverage of the few available labels. This is conceptually similar to other hybrid recommenders making use of content such as Vuurens et al. [24] and He et al. [9] , but we implement a novel approach using user and item content embeddings and inferen- where a small number of labels are distributed randomly across a big dataset. The labelled items each have very few labels and some items are completely unlabelled tial logic instead of learned or averaged user embeddings. Our work is also similar in principle to the approach in Yuan et al. [27] where unlabelled and labelled items are paired based on content similarity, but while that work focuses on methods for finding the most similar historic items and then using the paired item's score for the new item, we instead go on to define methods by which recommendation scores can be calculated using the semantic difference between the new item and one or more labelled items and also define a combined semantic difference approach for cases where both the query and target are unlabelled. As such our approach is suitable for both user-wise and item-wise cold-starts. These differences make our approach suitable for datasets with fewer labels and covers edge cases such as double cold starts. TSR also has the benefits of producing provenance that is both intuitively understandable and easy to visualise; supporting both partitioned (user-to-item) and contiguous (user-to-user/item-to-item) datasets; and not requiring a computationally expensive training process.
Theory
Transitive Semantic Relationships are based on an apparent transitivity property of many types of data items, where it is the case that items which are described similarly are likely to have similar relationships to other data items. Take for example, the supply chain: if company A, a steel mill and company B, a construction firm are known to have the relationship A supplies (sells to) B, it is likely that some other companies C, another steel mill, and D, another construction firm, would have a similar relationship. Given content information about each company, such as a text description of their product or market role, and the example relationship A → B, we can infer the potential relationships C → D, A → D, and C → B. We illustrate this example in Fig. 4 .
It follows that the greater the similarity between an item of interest and an item in a known relationship, the greater confidence we can have that the relationship is applicable. Given some fixed length vector representation of the content information for each item, we can use cosine similarity to measure similarity between the items. The vector representation should ideally capture semantic features of the auxiliary information that indicate whether the items they describe are similar in function in terms of the known relationship. If the vector representations fulfil this criterion, then the cosine similarity between two items is their semantic similarity. It then follows that we can determine the confidence that some query item and some target item share a relationship by measuring the cosine similarity of the semantic vectors for the query and the target with another pair of items that are known to share a relationship of the type of interest.
We herein use the cosine distance rather than the similarity as we consider it easier to interpret when results are visualised and when distance values are weighted. Cosine distance values range from 0 (completely similar) to 1 (no similarity), so to keep scores in the range 0 to 1 when combining the two distances of the query and the target from the labelled pair, we take the sum of the distances over 2. To obtain a confidence value where 1 is full confidence of applicability and 0 is no confidence we subtract the combined distance from 1. We refer to this scoring metric as the combined-cosine-distance, or more generally the combined-semantic-distance.
Continuing from the prior example illustrated in Fig. 4 , if the cosine distance of A and C is D C (A, C), and the distance of B and D is D C (B, D), we can calculate the confidence for each inferred relationship to be as shown in Eqs. (1), (2), and (3).
We include the + 0 in Eqs. (1) and (2) for consistency to represent D C (A, A) for the former and D C (B, B) for the later but the cosine distance between an item and itself is always 0.
To further illustrate this, if C is very similar to A, for example let D C (A, C) = 0.2, but D was only slightly similar to B, let D C (B, D) = 0.8, then we can calculate:
indicating that there is a good chance that C could share a similar relationship with B as A does, but other new relations are unlikely. In another example, if C remains similar to A, let D C (A, C) = 0.2, but we make D more similar to B, let D C (B, D) = 0.3, then we calculate: A → D = 0.85, C → B = 0.9, C → D = 0.75, showing that while all relationships are likely, higher confidence scores are awarded when there is less uncertainty due to dissimilarity with the labelled pair.
Application
The previous scenarios suppose that we have already pre-determined the items of interest for comparison. However, we can extend this principle to selection of items for comparison, given an input item to use as a query. Note that this is not a query in the sense of traditional search engines but is content information for an item for which we want to find relations (e.g. a user or item description).
First, we must make the distinction between cases where relationships map from one space to some other non-overlapping space, for example separate document collections, and the alternative case where items on either side of the relationship co-exist in the same space. A practical example of the former might be a collection of resumes and a collection of job adverts, while an example of the later might be descriptions of companies looking for supply chain opportunities, as in the IWSC dataset on which we evaluate TSR later in this paper. The TSR scoring does not differentiate between these two dataset types, but in the former case, with separate item collections, it is only necessary to make similarity comparisons between items in the same collection and irrespective of the total number of collections, we need only examine the collections featuring items on either end of at least one example of the relationship type of interest; this may be a useful filtering criteria in datasets featuring many types of relationships across many non-overlapping collections.
Having identified the collections that are of interest, we can optionally apply additional filtering of items before similarity comparison, such as by using item meta-data or additional auxiliary information, for example, only considering recent information, or limiting by language or region. This filtering could be done to the list of known relationships, if, for example older historical trends are not of interest, or could be applied to potential targets, for example, ignoring adverts in a different language to the query item.
The next stage is to calculate similarity between the query item and other items in the same collection which are members of relationships of the type we are looking to infer, items not in such relationships are not of interest. We then calculate the semantic distance between the query and each of these, we refer to these items as "similar nodes" and call the semantic distance for each D1.
We then look at all items pointed to by the known relationships of each similar node, we refer to these collectively as "related nodes". If the number of similar nodes is large, we can choose to only follow relationships for a maximum number of similar nodes, preferring ones most similar to the query, in the results section we denote this parameter as L1. We then calculate the semantic distance between each related node and every other node in that space, which we call the "target nodes" and the distance D2. An item can be both a related node and a target node, but an item cannot be both the query and a target node. If the number of target nodes is large, we can limit the number of comparisons in the next stage by considering only a maximum number of targets for each related node, preferring the most similar, we denote this parameter as L2.
We discuss alternative scoring approaches in Sect. 6.3, but a simple scoring metric equivalent to the pre-selected items examples in the previous section is to determine the score for each target node by finding the largest value for 1−(D1+ D2)/2 (equivalent to Eq. 3) that creates a path to the target from the query item, where D1 is the semantic distance between the query and an item in the query's space (the similar node), which shares a relationship with an item in the target's space (the related node) which is of semantic distance D2 to the target node. This scoring system ranks items by the least combined-semantic-distance from a known relationship of the desired type.
For the discovery of similar nodes and target nodes, a clustering method could be used instead of our approach of selecting the L1 and L2 most similar items. In this paper we choose to use the nearest-neighbours approach instead of clustering to minimize the number of parameters and dataset specific tuning, although a clustering approach may assist in selecting more informative routes and potentially improve performance, however, this is left to future work.
Visualisation and provenance
In Fig. 5 we show a visualised example of several TSR routes for a query. The evaluation software can also produce interactive 3d plots which allow inspection of individual routes and the relevant nodes and labels, allowing some insight into the behaviour of the scoring algorithm. Section 2.2 discussed the benefits of transparency and provenance for recommender systems. TSR makes use of a "black box" upstream embedding model to produce "white box" recommendations. While it is not possible to plainly describe why any two items are considered similar, the working of the algorithm in all later stages, such as items and known relationships considered, and the weighting of each, are fully transparent. This is analogous to the justification a human decision maker might give, which for supply chain might typically cite existing relationships between similar companies that the expert considers relevant examples. In Sect. 7 we look in more detail at the provenance output for an example query.
Evaluation techniques
Various evaluation metrics are used in recommender system and information retrieval literature. As the IWSC dataset uses binary labels, and the total number of labels is small, we look at evaluation techniques which best reflect this.
Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [12] is a common evaluation metric in information retrieval literature. This is a graded relevance metric which rewards good results occurring sooner in the results list, however it does not penalise highly ranked negative items. As binary labels have no ideal order for positive items, we do not consider this a suitable metric.
Quantitative error metrics such as Root Mean Squared (RMS) error or Median Absolute Error are also common. Error metrics naturally favour scoring systems optimised to minimise loss such as learning-to-rank algorithms and require scores to fit the same range as the label values. For the IWSC dataset, as the labels are binary, the range is 0 to 1. However, scores output from TSR have no guarantee of symmetric distribution over the possible output range and are typically concentrated towards high-middle values due to averaging similarity scores making extreme values uncommon. Figure 6 shows the typical score distribution for the standard TSR algorithm TSR-a. In Sect. 6.3 we describe some alternative scoring algorithms with unbounded upper values. A scaling function can be applied after scores are calculated to fit them to a specific range, but this still does not guarantee the desired distribution and could be sensitive to outliers, such as unusually high scoring items, distorting error values.
For a binary labelled dataset, it is intuitive to set some threshold on the rankings and produce a confusion matrix, and take precision (P), recall (R), and f1 scores. As scores are not evenly distributed, there is no obvious score value to use as a threshold, so instead we look at some number of the top ranked items.
Due to the sparsity of labels in the dataset, the number and ratio of known positives and known negatives varies significantly between items and in many cases the number of known positives is smaller than typical values of K used for Precision at K. For this reason, we instead use R-Precision, setting the threshold at R, the number of true positives, and take the R most highly rated items to be predicted positive and all remaining to be predicted negative; at this threshold P, R, and f1 are equal. In the results section, we denote scores taken at this threshold as @R. A drawback of this approach is that we can only evaluate using known positives and known negatives, which is a minority of possible pairs in a sparse dataset. The difficulty of this evaluation task also varies with the ratio of known positives and negatives which is undesirable when evaluating datasets such as IWSC where the ratio varies greatly between items.
Finally, we look at techniques from the literature on implicit feedback. Techniques for implicit feedback have the desirable property of allowing us to expand the number of unique evaluation cases by enabling us to use unlabelled pairs of items (which for a sparse dataset is most possible item pairs) as implicit negative feedback. We use the common evaluation framework used by He et al. [9] and Koren [14] , where we perform leave-one-out cross validation by, for each item, taking one known positive and 100 randomly selected other items (excluding known positives), and judging the ranking algorithm by ability to rank the known positive highly. The typical threshold used is that the known positive must be in the top 10 results, this Hit Ratio (HR) metric is denoted as HR@10. HR@5 refers to the known positive being in the top 5, and HR@1 as it being the highest rated item. We also show the mean and median values for the ranks of the known positives across all test cases.
It is of note that due to the random selection of negative items results may vary between runs. To ensure the results are representative we test each known posi-tive against multiple random pools of implicit negatives. This significantly increases the compute time required for evaluation but minimises variation in scores between runs.
Having a fixed number of items in each evaluation and repeating with different random sets of items makes this metric well suited to datasets with uneven label distribution such as IWSC. We also consider the values to be quite intuitive as the random-algorithm performance for any HR@n is approximately n%, with ideal performance always being 100%. Mean and median positive label rank is in the range 0 to 100.
Results
We first use a neural language model to generate fixed length embeddings for all descriptions. In this study we use Universal Sentence Encoder (USE). This model was chosen as it shows good performance on a range of existing downstream tasks [6] . It is also of particular interest that this model was fine-tuned on the SNLI dataset [5] , a set of sentence pairs labelled as contradiction, entailment, or unrelated; we speculate that this may require the model to learn similar linguistic features as are likely needed for the supply chain inference task as the ability to discern whether pairs of descriptions are entailed or contradictory is essential to human judgements for this task, in particular, in determining if companies serve similar supply chain roles. As the focus of this paper is in introducing TSR, we leave detailed investigation of the effects of upstream embedding models to future work. Tables 2 and 3 show our results on the two IWSC-SL tasks introduced in Sect. 3. In these experiments we used the least-combined-cosine-distance scoring metric described in Sect. 4.2 and evaluate using metrics discussed in Sect. 5. All experiments are userwise cold-start scenarios where the query item is treated as unseen, only the USE embedding of its description is known.
Results for subset labelled tasks
We set the parameters L1 = 5 and L2 = 10, for this scoring metric the value of these parameters has little impact on performance as only the best routes contribute to scoring, but it is observable that this inflates the mean positive rank as items lacking good routes are excluded from the results, which we treat as being given the worst possible rank. Using higher values for L1 and L2 produces more accurate values for mean positive rank but significantly increases run time and does not alter the scores or order of high ranking items, hence the median positive rank is unaffected. For the implicit feedback evaluations (HR and Positive Rank) we use one known positive, and a random pool of 100 not-known-positive items. We repeat this process 10 times for each positive label, using different random pools, and calculate the scores across all tests. Therefore, the number of test runs is always 10 times the number of positive labels. The number of labelled items and positive labels used in the implicit feedback tests is higher as we can additionally test items that lack any known negatives.
Our results show good performance on the IWSC-SL tasks, considering how few labels are available, achieving a hit-rate@10 of over 75%. It is notable that we see less than 9% worse performance on the SL_suppliers test despite having less than half the number of labels, showing that the algorithm can achieve good performance on subset-labelled tasks even when extremely few labels are available (142 labels in a dataset of 630 items). For both IWSC-SL tasks the frequency of the top ranked item being the known positive (when competing with 100 randomly selected others) HR@1 appears similar and is 14-15 times better than random. Tables 4 and 5 show our results on the two IWSC-ES tasks introduced in Sect. 3. The algorithm and parameters are the same as in the IWSC-SL tasks tests. The IWSC-ES tasks each have around half the number of positive labels as the IWSC-SL tasks, so a lower score should be expected.
Results for extra sparse labelling tasks
In the IWSC-ES tasks we show significantly worse hit-rate, but smaller median absolute error and RMS error. We speculate that the lack of dense regions in the labels, due to the extreme sparsity and random distribution, makes identifying a particular known positive more difficult, but the better error values and F1 score indicate that the predicted scores are still effective for discerning good and bad results despite being less effective at a ranking a given good result highly. 
Alternative scoring algorithms
The TSR-a scoring algorithm described previously, taking the score for a target as simply the minimum combined-semantic-distance (i.e. the semantic difference of the most similar known relationship to that query-target pair), is relatively simple to calculate and is both intuitive and easy to visualise (see Fig. 5 ). However, as only the shortest route to a target is considered, it does not factor in supporting evidence. For example, in the case of two targets with highly similar shortest distances from the query, if one had multiple high-quality routes and the other had only the one short route, we would intuitively be more confident to recommend the target with greater supporting evidence.
We test several variations of the scoring algorithm which boost the score when multiple good routes to the target are found. These approaches include boosting the score based on the number of routes (TSR b and c), taking the weighted sum of the scores for each route (TSR d, e, f, g, h, k, l, m, o, p, and q), and taking the sum of scores for each route but increasing the significance of distance (e.g. distance squared or cubed) (TSR i, j, and n). The results of these tests for the SL_consumers task are shown in Table 6 and a comprehensive comparison across all tasks is shown in Fig. 7 . Detailed results of each scoring algorithm on each task can be found in the GitHub repository [20] . As these algorithms produce scores outside the range 0-1, we apply a simple scaling algorithm shown in Eq. (4).
The scaling algorithms does not modify the order of results but ensures scores are within the same 0-1 range as the labels to make them suitable for error measurement. TSR-a produces scores in the range 0-1 without scaling, but we include a scaled version TSR-a* for comparison, as TSR-a rarely gives scores close to its bounds (see Fig. 6 ).
We find that most of these approaches perform either similarly to, or significantly worse than scoring by only the best route as in TSR-a. The scoring metrics that do perform better show slight improvement.
The best performing algorithm for the IWSC-SL tests is TSR-e, where we calculate the target score as the sum of score for the best route and half the score of the secondbest route. This produced an improvement to HR@10 of 1.7% for the SL_consumers task and 1.2% for SL_suppliers but has the disadvantage of having a score distribution concentrated towards middle values, as extreme values would require either all routes Table 6 Evaluation of alternative TSR algorithms on the IWSC SL_consumers task to be very poor, or both routes to be very good, which is less common than only the best route being very good or bad. This may account for its comparatively high error values as error measurements will be high even for a correct ordering if values are concentrated towards the mid-range. Another well performing algorithm is TSR-m, as given in Eq. (5), where r is the number of routes to the target, i is the rank of each route (where i = 1 is the route with the least combined-semantic-distance), and d i is the combined-semantic-distance (Eq. 3) of route i. As the output scores S are not in the range 0-1, we apply a scaling function once all score values have been calculated. We omit the scaling function for clarity as it is already given in Eq. (4).
The algorithms TSR-o and TSR-p are the same as TSR-m except that the exponent of the route's rank, which the score is divided by, is 1 and 2 respectively; these variations perform significantly worse. It is interesting that when penalising the contribution of additional routes, we see sub-standard performance when the penalty is small, but above-standard performance when it is large. This would suggest that some ideal penalty function exists where additional routes do not overpower the score from the best route but still provide support in closely scored cases. It is possible that the best scoring penalty is a property of the distribution of the data and labels, and that the ideal penalty function may be dependent on the dataset. Testing of this property on other datasets, and alternative penalties for this dataset are left to future research.
Examples
To help illustrate the behaviour of TSR, we give some examples of output. Table 7 in the appendix shows the TSR-e results for the query company "Resmar Marine Safety" using the SL_Consumers label set. The parameters used in this query are the same as in our empirical evaluation, and the query was treated as a user-wise cold start (only the description was used).
In this case, four out of the top five results are labelled potential consumers, and the other is unknown (not labelled). Inspecting the provenance output from TSR shows that, except for "Datum Electronics Limited", the recommendations were primarily based on Resmar Maine Safety's similarity to "Superyacht Doc" and "ProSafe Consultants Ltd", which the top four results are all labelled as potential consumers of.
Repeating this query using TSR-a produces a different set of top results. In this case we observe that the similarity between Resmar and Superyacht is the deciding factor for all of the top results. For further examples, we encourage the interested reader to refer to the following section on reproducibility.
Reproducibility
We have made available for download the full suite of evaluation tools and TSR implementation used in generating all results presented in this paper, along with the full experimental results and IWSC dataset, with and without the generated description embeddings used in these experiments. All these can be found in the repository [20] .
In Sect. 6.3 we only describe in detail the best performing scoring algorithms, as many variations were tested. The full implementation of each can be found in the publicly available TSR implementation. Table 7 in the appendix shows an excerpt of one example TSR query, which was chosen for its clear demonstration of the method of operation of the scoring algorithms. The tools to inspect other queries of the operators choosing are provided in the public repository.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated the Transitive Semantic Relationships technique as an effective recommendation algorithm on datasets with very few labels and from cold starts. In particular we see good performance on the subset-labelling tasks of the Isle of Wight Supply Chain dataset also introduced in this paper. In or investigation of alternative item scoring methods we show that supporting evidence in the form of additional high-quality routes to a target can have a positive impact on performance, but that the weighting used can have a large impact on performance. Additionally, we find that the inclusion of additional routes in the scoring can have a negative effect if the labels are extremely sparse and not concentrated. Using TSR we set the baseline performance on the four recommendation tasks for the IWSC dataset. Our best performing algorithm TSR-e showing a hit-rate@10 of 77% and hit-rate@1 of 16% on the SL_consumers new user cold-start task.
The novel technique introduced in this paper provides an effective solution for the challenging problem of user-wise cold-starts in sparsely labelled and partially labelled datasets, which are a known weakness of many existing recommender systems. The focus of this paper has been on introducing the TSR technique and IWSC dataset and tasks; both contributions open new avenues for further investigation into the properties of extremely sparse, and subset labelled datasets and additionally demonstrate the challenge and a potential solution to the user-wise cold-start problem. Future work may examine how TSR could be applied to expand the number of relationships in a partially labelled dataset to allow the use of algorithms that struggle with cold starts or require many training examples. The IWSC dataset also offers open challenges such as double cold starts (where no labels are given for either the user or target items), or prediction of the most likely relationship type (if any) for a given item pair. Table 7 Example results for an SL_Consumers query using TSR-e for the company "Resmar Marine Safety" Motions Charters Motion Charters is a family run business based in Hamble near Southampton. We offer a variety of luxury cruising boats, powerboats and race yachts which are all well maintained and fully equipped for your trip, whether you're enjoying a spot of gentle cruising or competing in a sailing event. We pride ourselves on friendly customer service and offer 24/7 support to ensure you have an enjoyable time on the water. Call us for more details and we'll find the best package to suit you and your guests The description text for each company is taken verbatim from the IWSC dataset [20] , and were originally sourced from the websites of IWChamber [1] , IWTechnology [2] , and Marine Southeast [3] 
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